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E-mail address: gilat@eng.tau.ac.ilThe buckling of a layer bonded to a compliant substrate into the primary strips wrinkling pattern is inves-
tigated by a 3-D thermoelastic analysis. Conﬁgurations consisting of monoclinic materials and subjected
to stress ﬁelds which are either directly applied or indirectly induced due to a temperature change, are
considered. A previously presented buckling-wave propagation analogy is generalized for the case of
monoclinic materials and non-uniaxial states of plane-stresses and the limits of its validity are speciﬁed.
Results that validate the present formulation are introduced and discussed, while considering some of
the variety of problems which can be dealt with by an appropriate application of the introduced analysis.
In addition, new results are presented, exploiting the possibility to examine the buckling of orthotropic
layers which can be subjected to combined stresses. Furthermore, the critical temperature change and
the associated wavelength are determined and compared with those based on the common interpreta-
tion of the corresponding mechanical problem.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Recent technologies and applications involving elements con-
sisting of a thin ﬁlm deposited on a compliant substrate draw
attention to the problem of buckling with short wavelength or
wrinkling of the ﬁlm due to compressive stresses which are either
directly applied or indirectly induced due to various effects
(Genzer and Groenewold, 2006). For example, under a cool down
of the system and due to a mismatch in thermal expansion coefﬁ-
cients between the substrate and the surface layer, biaxial com-
pressive stresses develop in the surface layer. Increasing to
critical levels, these stresses can yield the buckling of the surface
layer into straight cylindrical wrinkles, shown in Fig. 1, which
evolve and reorganize to various possible patterns under higher
levels of stresses (Bowden et al., 1998). The non-linear postbuck-
ling complex wrinkling behavior has been recently addressed by
several studies. Groenewold’s (2001) analysis was based on mini-
mizing the sum of the bending energy of the surface layer, treated
as a thin elastic plate, and the deformation energy of the substrate.
An energy approach was employed also by Chen and Hutchinson
(2004) and Audoly and Boudaoud (2008) who investigated the lin-
ear stability of the primary cylindrical buckling patterns, and like
Huang et al. (2005) examined the inﬂuence of anisotropic
(non-equal biaxial) stress conditions. In all works, the behavior of
the surface layer was represented by the von Karman platell rights reserved.equations. Although the von Karman plate theory may be less
accurate in terms of detailed stress distribution, this approach is
reasonable when the buckling wavelength is much larger than
the thickness of the layer. It is also capable of treating the non-lin-
ear postbuckling behavior.
As the term ‘‘ﬁlm” implies that the relative thickness of the
layer tends to zero, in most of the researches the substrate is taken
to be of an inﬁnite thickness. A substrate of ﬁnite thickness was
considered by Huang et al. (2005) who analyzed it as an elastic
solid with suitable boundary conditions. The necessity to use a 3-
D analysis for the analysis of the substrate supports the present
motivation to use a uniﬁed approach for the analysis of both the
ﬁlm and the substrate layers. Though mentioning that a compres-
sive state of stresses in the surface layer can originate with a
temperature change, many of the above mentioned works handled
the mechanical problem. Nevertheless, the critical temperature
decrease was obtained through a suitable interpretation of the
mechanical buckling stress by Chen and Hutchinson (2004).
As the monograph by Allen (1969), which is dedicated to the
behavior of sandwich panels, is referenced in all the above works,
it is clear that the problem of buckling of a stiff layer bonded to a
softer one is relevant also to the buckling behavior of layered com-
posite materials and structures. Both issues, the microbuckling in
layered materials, associated with its compressive strength, and
the behavior of sandwich structures have been extensively studied
over the years (Allen, 1969; Jones, 1975). Typically, in many
studies of those problems, the stiff layer, functioning as a surface
layer in a symmetric sandwich structure or as a reinforcement in
Fig. 1. Buckling of a stiff layer bonded to a compliant substrate into a cylindrical straight strips pattern.
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uli beam (Leotoing et al., 2004; Drapier et al., 1999, for example).
Analytical elasticity solutions for the microbuckling problem were
provided by Guz (1969), Guz et al. (2005) and Nestorovic and Tri-
antafyllidis (2004) who employed a 3-D ﬁnite strain analysis
including the effects of combined loading as well as inelastic mate-
rial behavior. A two dimensional elasticity analysis of the loss of
stability in sandwich beams was conducted by Kardomateas
(2005) who took into account a non-uniform pre-buckling state
of deformation and by Wooseok and Waas (2007, 2008) who
revealed various types of loss of stability.
The present investigation offers to use a 3-D elastic stability
analysis of a symmetric three layers plate for the prediction of
the thermomechanical buckling of a layer bonded to a compliant
substrate into a cylindrical wrinkling pattern. The formulation as-
sumes a pre-buckling uniform state of strains which corresponds
to a general state of stresses which is either directly applied or
thermally induced. Each layer can be occupied by a monoclinic
material.
In a previous paper, Aboudi and Gilat (2006) presented the anal-
ogy between the governing equations for the analysis ofmicrobuck-
ling and the elasodynamic equations forwave propagation in solids,
and employed it to predict the microbuckling within a periodic
bi-material consisting of isotropic layers and subjected to a uniaxial
compressive load parallel to the layers direction. In the present
paper, this wave-buckling analogy is generalized for the case of
monoclinic materials and general states of plane-stresses while
specifying the limits of its validity. The analogy applies also for con-
ﬁguration consisting of ﬁnite number of layers.
Results that validate the present formulation as well as new
results are presented and discussed. In particular, the critical tem-
perature change and the associated wavelength are determined
and compared with results based on the common interpretation
of the corresponding mechanical problem.
2. Problem formulation
As previously mentioned, the buckling behavior of stiff layers
bonded to compliant substrates and the buckling behavior of sym-
metric three-layered sandwich plates are closely related. For a
three layered,M = 3, symmetric (with respect to X3) plate, the anti-
symmetric shear buckling mode (SBM), depicted in Fig. 2a, and the
symmetric transverse buckling mode (TBM), shown in Fig. 2b, cor-
respond to the ﬁrst (lowest) and second buckling parameters,
respectively. Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, it is clear that the boundary
conditions at the lower surface of a transversely rigidly supported
substrate (Fig. 1a) are identical to the symmetry conditions at the
midplane of the TBM in a three-layered plate (Fig. 2b). Thus, thebuckling behavior of a layer on a substrate can be studied through
the analysis of the corresponding layered plate.
2.1. Formulation of the thermomechanical buckling problem in a
layered plate
The non-linear dynamic equations in solids are given in terms of
the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor ~rjm as follows (e.g.,
Malvern, 1969; Whitney, 1987):
½~rjnðdmn þ um;nÞ;j ¼ qum;tt; j;m;n ¼ 1;2;3 ð1Þ
where um are the displacements components, q is the mass density,
t is the time and dmn is the Kronecker delta.
The analysis of the bifurcation buckling of a medium in which
initial stresses exist is based on the linearized version of Eq. (1)
in which the dynamic terms qum,tt = 0. Let the non-zero initial state
of thermomechanical stresses be r0jn such that
~rjn ! ðr0jn þ rjnÞ ð2Þ
where rjn is the Kirchoff stress tensor. The resulting equations take
the form
rjm;j  r0jnum;nj ¼ 0; j;m;n ¼ 1;2;3 ð3Þ
Consider an inﬁnite plate consisting of M monoclinic layers
with traction free upper and lower surfaces. A special symmetric
conﬁguration with M = 3 which is of interest in the present inves-
tigation, is shown in Fig. 2. The layered plate is described with re-
spect to global coordinates X1, X2, X3 where X3 is the layering
direction. In addition, a local coordinate xðbÞ3 is introduced and lo-
cated at the bottom surface of each layer, b = 1, . . . ,M.
Aiming at investigation of the classical (Audoly and Boudaoud,
2008) cylindrical buckling of the outer face layers it is assumed
that any ﬁeld variable b(b) in the layer has the form
bðbÞ ¼ BðbÞ exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2 þ k3X3 þ gðbÞxðbÞ3 Þ ð4Þ
where BðbÞ is an amplitude factor, kj is the buckling wave number
which is associated with the wavelength kj = 2P/kj in the direction
Xj and i is the imaginary unit. The location of any point within a
layer b can be determined by
X3 ¼ hðbÞ þ xðbÞ3 ; hðbÞ ¼
Xb1
r¼1
hr ð5Þ
where hb is the layer thickness. Substitution of Eq. (5) in (4) yields
bðbÞ ¼ BðbÞ exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2 þ gðbÞxðbÞ3 Þ ð6Þ
where BðbÞ ¼ BðbÞ expðik3hðbÞÞ and g(b) = k3 + g*(b).
Fig. 2. Buckling modes (a) antisymmetric, shear buckling mode and (b) symmetric, transverse buckling mode.
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Xj; j = 1, 2; should be replaced by ikj, and the derivative with
respect to x3 should be replaced by ig(b). Accordingly, for the mate-
rial occupying a layer b, Eq. (3) takes the form
ik1rðbÞ1m þ ik2rðbÞ2m þ igðbÞrðbÞ3m þ ½r0ðbÞ11 k21 þ r0ðbÞ22 k22 þ r0ðbÞ33 ðgðbÞÞ2
þ 2r0ðbÞ12 k1k2 þ 2r0ðbÞ13 k1gðbÞ þ 2r0ðbÞ23 k2gðbÞuðbÞm ¼ 0 ð7Þ
where m = 1, 2, 3.
The thermomechanical constitutive relations for each layer are
given by
rðbÞjn ¼ CðbÞjnpq½ðbÞpq  TðbÞpq  ð8Þ
with C(b) being the stiffness tensor of the material occupying the b-
layer, the strains ðbÞpq are related to the displacements through the
following linear relations:
ðbÞpq ¼
1
2
ðuðbÞp;q þ uðbÞq;pÞ ð9Þ
and the thermal strains are given by
TðbÞpq ¼ aðbÞpq DT ð10Þ
with DT being a uniform temperature change and a(b) being the
thermal expansion of the material in the layer b. Assuming that
each layer is occupied by a monoclinic material whose plane of
symmetry is X1  X2, the explicit forms of the symmetric stiffness
C(b) and the thermal expansion a(b) are given by
CðbÞ ¼
C11 C12 C13 0 0 C16
C21 C22 C23 0 0 C26
C31 C32 C33 0 0 C36
0 0 0 C44 C45 0
0 0 0 C54 C55 0
C61 C62 C63 0 0 C66
2666666664
3777777775
ðbÞ
; aðbÞ ¼
a11
a22
a33
0
0
a12
2666666664
3777777775
ðbÞ
ð11Þ
Substitution of Eqs. (8)–(10) into Eq. (7), yields, for each layer, the
three equilibrium equations in terms of the displacements uðbÞm ,
m = 1, 2, 3.
The layered plate is initially subjected to a uniform strain ﬁled
and/or a temperature change DT0, resulting in a general pre-buck-
ling prescribed state of stresses r0jn. The corresponding initial stres-ses r0ðbÞjn in the layers are related to the applied global initial
thermomechanical stress r0jn according to
r0jn ¼
1
h
XM
b¼1
hbr0ðbÞjn ; j;n ¼ 1;2 ð12Þ
where h is the total thickness of the layered plate. An explicit
expression for r0ðbÞjn in terms of r0jn can be obtained on the basis of
the following observations. The initial elastic ﬁeld in the layered
plate must satisfy the equilibrium and the interfaces continuity
requirements. The equilibrium requirements imply that
r0ðbÞ3n ¼ r03n; n ¼ 1;2;3 ð13Þ
The continuity of the displacements at the interfaces is satisﬁed for
a state of uniform stresses in the plane parallel to the layers when
0ðbÞjn ¼ 0jn; j;n ¼ 1;2 ð14Þ
With Eqs. (13) and (14), the constitutive relations, Eq. (8) can be
written as follows:
011
022
2012
264
375 ¼ S11 S12 S16S21 S22 S26
S61 S62 S66
264
375
ðbÞ r011
r022
r012
264
375
ðbÞ
þ
S13 S14 S15
S23 S24 S25
S63 S64 S65
264
375
ðbÞ r033
r023
r013
264
375
þ
a11
a22
a12
264
375
ðbÞ
DT0 ð15Þ
or in a matrix form:
e ¼ RðbÞ1 sðbÞ1 þ RðbÞ2 s2 þ eTðbÞDT0 ð16Þ
where SðbÞjn ; j; n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;6; are the compliances of the material in
the layer. Consequently
sðbÞ1 ¼ ½RðbÞ1 1e ½RðbÞ1 1RðbÞ2 s2  ½RðbÞ1 1eTðbÞDT0 ð17Þ
Substitution of Eq. (17) into the relevant part of Eq. (12) yields
e ¼ R13 ½s1 þ R4s2 þ eTDT0 ð18Þ
with
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r011
r022
r012
264
375; R3 ¼ 1h XM
b¼1
hb½RðbÞ1 1
R4 ¼ 1h
XM
b¼1
hb½RðbÞ1 1RðbÞ2 ; eT ¼
1
h
XM
b¼1
hb½RðbÞ1 1eTðbÞ
ð19Þ
Hence, the initial stresses in a layer are explicitly determined from
the global initial stresses s1, s2 and the temperature change by Eq.
(17).
2.2. Critical parameter
Taking the ﬁeld of displacements, adjacent to the pre-buckling
equilibrium, to have the form of Eq. (6), namely
uðbÞj ¼ UðbÞj exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2 þ gðbÞxðbÞ3 Þ; j ¼ 1;2;3 ð20Þ
the equilibrium equations Eq. (7), in conjunction with Eqs. (8) and
(9), are reduced to the three coupled algebraic equations
KðbÞnj U
ðbÞ
j ¼ 0 ð21Þ
withKðbÞ11 ¼ CðbÞ11 k21 þ 2CðbÞ16 k1k2 þ CðbÞ66 k22 þ CðbÞ55 ðgðbÞÞ2
þ r0ðbÞ11 k21 þ r0ðbÞ22 k22 þ r033ðgðbÞÞ2 þ 2r0ðbÞ12 k1k2
þ 2r013gðbÞk1 þ 2r023gðbÞk2
KðbÞ12 ¼ CðbÞ12 k1k2 þ CðbÞ16 k21 þ CðbÞ26 k22 þ CðbÞ66 k1k2 þ CðbÞ45 ðgðbÞÞ2
KðbÞ13 ¼ gðbÞ½CðbÞ13 k1 þ CðbÞ36 k2 þ CðbÞ45 k2 þ CðbÞ55 k1
KðbÞ22 ¼ 2CðbÞ26 k1k2 þ CðbÞ66 k21 þ CðbÞ22 k22 þ CðbÞ44 ðgðbÞÞ2
þ r0ðbÞ11 k21 þ r0ðbÞ22 k22 þ r033ðgðbÞÞ2 þ 2r0ðbÞ12 k1k2
þ 2r013gðbÞk1 þ 2r023gðbÞk2
KðbÞ23 ¼ gðbÞ½CðbÞ36 k1 þ CðbÞ23 k2 þ CðbÞ44 k2 þ CðbÞ45 k1
KðbÞ33 ¼ 2CðbÞ45 k1k2 þ CðbÞ55 k21 þ CðbÞ44 k22 þ CðbÞ33 ðgðbÞÞ2
þ r0ðbÞ11 k21 þ r0ðbÞ22 k22 þ r033ðgðbÞÞ2 þ 2r0ðbÞ12 k1k2
þ 2r013gðbÞk1 þ 2r023gðbÞk2
KðbÞnj ¼ KðbÞjn
ð22Þ
For non-trivial solution, UðbÞj , the determinant of K
(b) must vanish,
thus g(b) must satisfy a characteristic equation of order 6. Conse-
quently, for each layer b, six values gðbÞq ; q = 1,2, . . . ,6; are deﬁned.
For each gðbÞq , Eq. (21) can be used to express U
ðbÞ
2q and U
ðbÞ
3q in terms
of UðbÞ1q as follows:
cðbÞq ¼
U2q
U1q
 ðbÞ
¼ K11K23  K13K12
K13K22  K12K23
 ðbÞ
dðbÞq ¼
U3q
U1q
 ðbÞ
¼ K11K23  K13K12
K12K33  K13K23
 ðbÞ ð23Þ
Using these relations and superposition, the displacements in each
layer b, which are given by Eq. (20), can be written as
ðu1;u2;u3ÞðbÞ ¼
X6
q¼1
ð1; cq; dqÞðbÞUðbÞ1q exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2 þ gðbÞq xðbÞ3 Þ
ð24Þ
By substituting Eq. (24) in conjunction with Eq. (9) in the constitu-
tive relations Eq. (8), the tractions in the layer b (i.e., on a plane nor-
mal to X3) can be expressed in terms of U
ðbÞ
1q as follows:ðr33;r31;r32ÞðbÞ ¼
X6
q¼1
ðP1q; P2q; P3qÞðbÞUðbÞ1q ik exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2
þ gðbÞq xðbÞ3 Þ ð25Þ
with
PðbÞ1q ¼ k1CðbÞ13 þ k2CðbÞ23 cðbÞq þ CðbÞ33 dðbÞq gðbÞq þ CðbÞ36 ðk1cðbÞq þ k2Þ
PðbÞ2q ¼ CðbÞ45 ðgðbÞq cðbÞq þ k2dðbÞq Þ þ CðbÞ55 ðgðbÞq þ k1dðbÞq Þ
PðbÞ3q ¼ CðbÞ44 ðgðbÞq cðbÞq þ k2dðbÞq Þ þ CðbÞ45 ðgðbÞq þ k1dðbÞq Þ
ð26Þ
In a layered plate, the conditions of continuity of the displacements
and the tractions across the interface of two adjacent layers must be
satisﬁed. Thus, for the interface between the layers b and b + 1
uðbÞj jxðbÞ
3
¼hb ¼ u
ðbþ1Þ
j jxðbþ1Þ
3
¼0
rðbÞ3j jxðbÞ3 ¼hb ¼ r
ðbþ1Þ
3j jxðbþ1Þ3 ¼0
ð27Þ
Following Nayfeh (1995), these continuity conditions can be writ-
ten in a compact form as follows. The displacements and tractions
in the b-layer are represented on the basis of Eqs. (24), (25) in a
matrix form
VðbÞ ¼ YðbÞFðbÞUðbÞ ð28Þ
where
VðbÞ ¼ 1
exp½iðk1X1 þ k2X2Þ
u1
u2
u3
ir33
ir31
ir32
2666666664
3777777775
ðbÞ
; UðbÞ ¼
U11
U12
U13
U14
U15
U16
2666666664
3777777775
ðbÞ
ð29Þ
and Y(b) and F(b) are 6  6 matrices with the entries
Y ðbÞ1q ¼ 1; Y ðbÞ2q ¼ cðbÞq ; Y ðbÞ3q ¼ dðbÞq
Y ðbÞ4q ¼ PðbÞ1q ; Y ðbÞ5q ¼ PðbÞ2q ; Y ðbÞ6q ¼ PðbÞ3q
FðbÞpq ¼ 0; p– q
FðbÞpq ¼ exp½ikgðbÞq xðbÞ3 ; p ¼ q
ð30Þ
The displacements and tractions at the lower xðbÞ3 ¼ 0 and upper
xðbÞ3 ¼ hb surfaces of a layer b are given by
VðbÞ
 ¼ YðbÞFðbÞUðbÞ; VðbÞþ ¼ YðbÞFðbÞþUðbÞ ð31Þ
where
FðbÞ
  FðbÞjxðbÞ3 ¼0 ¼ I; F
ðbÞþ  FðbÞjxðbÞ3 ¼hb ð32Þ
and I is the 6  6 identity matrix. Hence,
VðbÞ
þ ¼ YðbÞFðbÞþ ðYðbÞÞ1VðbÞ  AðbÞVðbÞ ð33Þ
With this terminology, the continuity conditions of the displace-
ments and tractions, Eq. (27), take the form
VðbÞ
þ ¼ Vðbþ1Þ ð34Þ
The substitution of Eq. (33) in Eq. (34) and the application of the lat-
ter for the M  1 internal interfaces, yield the following relation
between the displacements and tractions at the upper surface of
theMth layer, X3 = h, and those at the lower surface of the 1st layer,
X3 = 0
VðMÞ
þ ¼ ½AðMÞAðM1Þ   Að1ÞVð1Þ  AVð1Þ ð35Þ
The boundary conditions on the traction-free external lower and
upper surfaces are
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ðMÞ
3j jX3¼h ¼ 0 ð36Þ
In terms of the relation given by Eq. (35) these conditions require
that
V4
V5
V6
264
375
ðMÞþ
¼
A41 A42 A43
A51 A52 A53
A61 A62 A63
264
375 V1V2
V3
264
375
ð1Þ
¼
0
0
0
264
375 ð37Þ
In order to have a non-trivial solution for V ð1Þj , it is required that
det
A41 A42 A43
A51 A52 A53
A61 A62 A63
264
375 ¼ 0 ð38Þ
This equation enables the determination of the critical buckling
parameter, stress and/or temperature, of the layered plate. Suppose
that the initial pre-buckling stress ﬁeld r0nj is speciﬁed in terms of
r0 (the ratios Qnj ¼ r0nj=r0, n, j = 1, 2, 3, are prescribed constants)
for the mechanical case or in terms of DT0 in the case of thermal
buckling. Consequently, Eq. (38) establishes the relation between
the buckling wave numbers k1, k2, k3 and the buckling parameter
amplitude, r0 or DT0, of the layered plate. Actually, for each com-
bination of wave numbers, there is a series of roots, each of which
corresponds to a speciﬁc buckling mode. For each mode, the min-
imum value of r0 or DT0 with respect to the various combinations
of wave numbers provides the critical thermomechanical buckling
parameter.
As previously illustrated, focusing on the TBM of a three-layered
plate consisting of two stiff outer layers bonded to an inner soft
layer, enables the prediction of the buckling of a stiff layer bonded
to a compliant substrate, the bottom of which is rigidly supported
(in the transverse X3-direction). Hence, Eq. (38), provides the global
and local buckling of sandwich plates as well as the primary wrin-
kling of stiff ﬁlms supported by elastic soft foundations, under var-
ious thermomechanical loading.3. Buckling-wave propagation analogy
In the previous section, the primary buckling of a layer resting
on a compliant substrate into cylindrical modes, was analyzed bas-
ing on the buckling analysis of layered plates. It is clear that a sim-
ilar formulation, with the free traction boundary conditions Eq.
(36) replaced by periodicity conditions, can predict the microbuck-
ling within periodic layered materials (Waas, 1992; Nestorovic and
Triantafyllidis, 2004). In a previous paper (Aboudi and Gilat, 2006)
the buckling loads within a periodic bi-material consisting of iso-
tropic layers and subjected to a uniaxial compressive load parallel
to the layers direction have been determined by employing a
wave-buckling analogy. According to this analogy, if the dispersion
relation of the layered material (which provides the phase velocity
of a wave in terms of the wave length) can de established,
the corresponding buckling loads can be readily obtained. A sim-
ilar analogy exists between the wave propagation parallel to the
layers direction in a layered plate and the buckling of a layered
plate under uniaxial compression. In the present section, this
wave-buckling analogy is generalized for the above considered
case of general loading, and the limits of its validity are speciﬁed.
The propagation of harmonic waves in a continuum is governed
by the linear equations of motion which can be deduced from Eq.
(1) and are
rjm;j ¼ qum;tt; j;m ¼ 1;2;3 ð39Þ
where rjm is the linearized components of the stress tensor. When
investigating the propagation of harmonic waves in a layered plate(periodically layered composite), in which the layering is in the X3-
direction, it is assumed that any ﬁeld variable a has the form:
a ¼ A exp½iðkn1X1 þ kn2X2 þ kn3X3 þ gx3  kctÞ
¼ A exp½iðkn1X1 þ kn2X2 þ gx3  kctÞ ð40Þ
where A is an amplitude factor, k is the wave number, c is the phase
velocity, n = (n1,n2,n3) is the wave direction and g is an unknown
parameter. It should be noted that the superscript b has been
omitted.
By substituting Eq. (40) in Eq. (39) it follows that the derivative
with respect to Xj, j = 1, 2, should be replaced by iknj, the derivative
with respect to x3 should be replaced by ig and the derivative with
respect to the time t is replaced by ikc. Consequently, the follow-
ing equations are established
ikn1r11 þ ikn2r21 þ igr31 þ qðkcÞ2u1 ¼ 0
ikn1r12 þ ikn2r22 þ igr32 þ qðkcÞ2u2 ¼ 0
ikn1r13 þ ikn2r23 þ igr33 þ qðkcÞ2u3 ¼ 0
ð41Þ
The corresponding characteristic equation in the present case can
be established by employing Eqs. (8) and (9) yielding
det½bK ¼ 0 ð42Þ
where the elements of the matrix bK are given bybK 11 ¼ k2½C11n21 þ 2C16n1n2 þ C66n22 þ C55g2  qðkcÞ2bK 12 ¼ k2½C12n1n2 þ C16n21 þ C26n22 þ C66n1n2 þ C45g2bK 13 ¼ kg½C13n1 þ C36n2 þ C45n2 þ C55n1bK 22 ¼ k2½2C26n1n2 þ C66n21 þ C22n22 þ C44g2  qðkcÞ2bK 23 ¼ kg½C36n1 þ C23n2 þ C44n2 þ C45n1bK 33 ¼ k2½2C45n1n2 þ C55n21 þ C44n22 þ C33g2  qðkcÞ2bKnj ¼ bKjn
ð43Þ
On the other hand, the bifurcation buckling of a layered plate
(periodically layered composite) is governed by Eq. (7) whose cor-
responding characteristic equation is obtained from (21). A com-
parison between the elements of matrix K, Eq. (22), and the
elements of bK, Eq. (43), reveals that an analogy between wave
propagation and buckling can be established in the special case
when r013 ¼ r023 ¼ r033 ¼ 0, k1 = kn1, k2 = kn2 and
qc2 $ r0nn ð44Þ
where
r0nn ¼ n21r011 þ 2n1n2r012 þ n22r022 ð45Þ
Consequently, an analogy between the buckling of a layered
plate (or a periodically layered composite) in a state of plane stress
(X1–X2 plane) for which the largest compression is r0nn in the
n = (n1,n2,0) direction, and wave propagation in the n-direction,
exists. This analogy is limited to conﬁgurations and loading states
in which the principal stresses in all layers have the same orienta-
tion and are of the same nature (compression in the n-direction).
4. Application
Consider a plate consisting of two identical stiff layers that are
bonded to a middle soft layer. For the stiff face layers having b = 1,
3, the notation b = f is introduced. Similarly, the softer layer with
b = 2, which represents the substrate in the conﬁguration shown
in Fig. 1a, is denoted by b = s. The analysis of a symmetric three-
layered plate produces sets of buckling parameters (stress and/or
temperature), for each of which the wave length is characterized
by a speciﬁc combination of wave numbers kj = 2p/kj, j = 1, 2, 3.
Fig. 3. Effect of substrate-to-face layer thickness ratio on (a) the critical stress and (b) the critical wavelength (k2cr = 0).
2538 R. Gilat / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 2533–2542As previously mentioned, the two lowest buckling parameters cor-
respond to the shear buckling mode (SBM) and the symmetric
transverse buckling mode (TBM), both shown in Fig. 2. It is known
(Parnes and Chiskis, 2002; Aboudi and Gilat, 2006, for example)
that the SBM parameter is smaller than or equal to the TBM
parameter.
For a given state of stresses, due to a mechanical loading,
Qnj ¼ r0nj=r0, n, j = 1, 2, 3, where Qnj are prescribed or due to a uni-
form temperature change DT0, the prediction of the critical buck-
ling parameter, r0cr or DT
0
cr , is performed as follows. For each
combination of wave lengths k0j; j ¼ 1;2;3, the lowest root of the
characteristic Eq. (38), r00 or DT0
0
, is the buckling parameter corre-
sponding to the associated shear buckling mode. Of all these roots,
the one having the minimum value is the critical shear buckling
parameter r0cr or DT
0
cr , and the wave lengths of the corresponding
shear buckling mode are the critical buckling wave lengths kjcr;
j = 1, 2, 3. Similarly, For each combination of wave lengths, the sec-
ond root of the characteristic equation (38) is the buckling param-
eter corresponding to the transverse buckling mode. Of all these
roots, the one having the minimum value is the critical transverse
buckling parameter and the wave lengths of the corresponding
transverse buckling mode are the critical buckling wave lengths.
As previously elucidated, the latter critical parameters are those
determining the wrinkling behavior of a corresponding stiff layer
bonded to a compliant substrate.4.1. Mechanically induced buckling
The wrinkling of elastic isotropic layer resting on a compliant
substrate and the global and local buckling in sandwich beams
due to applied compression have been extensively studied. Hence,
the mechanical problem is suitable for comparisons with known
results.4.1.1. A layer on a compliant substrate
In order to predict the critical parameter yielding wrinkling into
a cylindrical pattern, the minimum of the second root of Eq. (38) is
sought. Layered plates consisting of two isotropic materials, each
having Young modulus E(b)  Eb and Poisson ratio, m(b)  mb, b = f,
s, are considered ﬁrst.
Under a uniaxial compression in the x1-direction, r011 ¼ r0
(namely, Q11 = 1.0, with only non-vanishing Qnj being prescribed),
the buckling mode is independent on X2 and X3 namely, k2 = k3
= 0. For a conﬁguration with 2hf/h = 0.04, mf = ms = 0, Ef/Es = 500,
the present analysis and the widely known analysis of Allen
(1969) (Cases II and III in Table 8.2) predict the same critical buck-
ling stress (r0ðf Þ11cr=Ef ¼ 0:01) and buckling wave number (k1 = 10). It
is noted that for this case of thin layer, Allen’s Cases II and III whichrepresent the SBM and TBM, respectively, yield the same predic-
tion. Similarly, application of the present analysis results in a dou-
ble root namely, the two ﬁrst roots corresponding to the shear and
transverse modes, coincide. This is in accordance with previously
reported observations that for layered composites having small
volume fractions (of stiff layers embedded in a softer matrix),
and for sandwich plates with thin face layers, there is no difference
between the two buckling modes (see Aboudi and Gilat (2006) and
Wooseok and Waas (2007, 2008) for example).
In order to further validate the present approach, a comparison
with the results of Huang et al. (2005), who took into account sub-
strates of ﬁnite thickness and studied the ﬁlm behavior under
anisotropic loading, is carried out. To this end, the Poisson ratios
of the face layer and the substrate materials are taken to be
m(f)  mf = 0.3 and m(s)  ms = 0.4, respectively, E ¼ E=ð1 m2Þ and an
isotropic membrane compression, r011 ¼ r022 ¼ r0 (Q11 = Q22 = 1),
is applied. As described above, the prediction of the critical param-
eter involves a search over all combinations of wave numbers k1
and k2 with k3 = 0 for the considered case. It comes out that under
isotropic biaxial loading, the critical stress corresponds to more
then one combination of wave numbers. Speciﬁcally, it is found
that as Chen and Hutchinson (2004) stated, ‘‘for equi-biaxial pre-
stress, the critical stress applies not only to one dimensional mode
with k1 = kcr and k2 = 0 but to any mode whose wave number sat-
isfy” kcr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k21 þ k22
q
. This can be interpreted to indicate the possible
formation of patterns with strips oriented at various directions,
namely the more complex patterns (e.g. herringbones, labyrinths)
related to in several researches (Huang et al. (2005), Audoly and
Boudaoud (2008), for example).
In Fig. 3, the variation of the non-dimensional buckling stress in
the face layer r0ðf Þ11cr=Ef , and the dimensionless critical wavelength
k1cr/hf versus the substrate-to-face thickness ratio are presented
for two vales of face-to-substrate stiffness ratio. The present results
agree well with those of Huang et al. (2005) that are depicted by
dashed lines.
It is noted that under anisotropic biaxial loadings (Q11 = 1.0 and
Q22 < 1.0), the critical buckling mode has k1cr = kcr and k2cr = 0.
Namely, as expected, the buckling mode is dominated by the
smallest (largest compression) principal pre-buckling stress such
that the cylindrical pattern with the strips perpendicular to the
largest compression, is the preferable one.
The present formulation enables the examination of the buck-
ling behavior under more general pre-buckling state of stresses.
When applying pure shear, r012 ¼ r0 (Q12 = 1), to the above
described conﬁguration, it is unsurprisingly found that the critical
buckling load is identical to that found under biaxial loading and
that the critical mode numbers are k1cr ¼ k2cr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kcr
p
=2 with kcr
being the critical wave number of buckling under uniaxial stress.
Fig. 4. Local and global buckling of sandwich panels consisting of isotropic core and orthotropic face layers: (a) hf/h = 0.05 and (b) ﬁrst root in solid line and second root in
dashed line.
R. Gilat / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 2533–2542 2539The qualitative buckling wrinkling pattern due to pure shear is
shown in Fig. 1(b).
4.1.2. Layered plate buckling
As works dealing with the stability behavior of ﬁlm-substrate
systems including anisotropic constituents were not detected,
while works studying the buckling and wrinkling of sandwich pan-
els made of anisotropic layers are available, the latter problem is
considered next, for the sake of comparison.
In the framework of the latter problem, the lowest root of Eq.
(38),which corresponds to the SBM or to both SBM and TBM when-
ever the roots of the two different modes are identical, is sought.
Under a state of plane-stresses corresponding to applied strain
011 with 
0
22 ¼ 0, the shear antisymmetric buckling of the layered
plate resembles the buckling of an inﬁnitely wide (in the
X2-direction) plate simply supported along the edges X1 ¼ 0,
0:5k01 and it is expected (Wooseok and Waas, 2007) that both the
global and local instability can be detected by the buckling
analysis.
The behavior of a plate consisting of an isotropic core with
Es = 5.2 GPa, ms = 0.328 and orthotropic face layers with C
ðf Þ
11 ¼
235; Cðf Þ11=C
ðf Þ
22 ¼ 9:04; Cðf Þ33 ¼ Cðf Þ22 ; Cðf Þ12 ¼ Cðf Þ13 ¼ 3:69; Cðf Þ23 ¼ 3:32; Cðf Þ44
¼ 5:52; Cðf Þ55 ¼ Cðf Þ66 ¼ 28:2, all in GPa (Nayfeh, 1995) is shown in
Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) exhibits the variation of the buckling stress of a
plate having hf/h = 0.05 versus its length to thickness ratio
0:5k01=h. In addition to the present results, predictions of the CPT
(Whitney, 1987) and HSDT (Reddy, 1997) are shown, demonstrat-
ing the expected tendency of the three curves to become identical
as 0:5k01=h becomes larger. Over the range of 0:5k
0
1=h < 1:37, the
present curve, qualitatively agrees with those presented by Woo-
seok and Waas (2007), exhibiting a local minimum,
r011=C
ðf Þ
11 ¼ 0:0055 at 0:5k01=h ¼ 0:35. This minimum is the critical
stress under which the stiff face layer locally buckles with a wave
length k1 = 0.7h. It thus can be deduced that in plates with length
to thickness ratio smaller then 0:5k01=h ¼ 3:8 (which is the second
value corresponding to r011=C
ðf Þ
11 ¼ 0:0055), local face buckling oc-
curs prior to the global buckling of the plate. Note that plates
including internal stiff layers exhibit a similar behavior indicating
the possibility of layers microbuckling.
In Fig. 4(b), the variation of the buckling stress versus the length
to thickness ratio is shown for plates having face layers of variousTable 1
Normalized critical stresses, r011cr10
3=Cðf Þ11 ðr0ðf Þ11cr103=Cðf Þ11Þ, of sandwich panels with face laye
principal directions of orthotropy and the panel coordinates.
h() 0 30
Antisymmetric 5.85 (48) 9.38 (63.4)
Symmetric 6.15 (50) 9.98 (66.4)thicknesses. In order to illustrate the above mentioned observa-
tions (Section 4.1.1) concerning the two lowest roots, both the ﬁrst
antisymmetric SBM and the second symmetric TBM ones are de-
picted. The qualitative difference between the curves demonstrat-
ing the behavior of the plates with thicker faces, hf/h = 0.08 and 0.1,
and the two other curves elucidates that the phenomenon of local
buckling is relevant only for plates with faces, the thickness ratio of
which are smaller then hf/h = 0.08 for the presently examined
plates.
As the present formulation takes into account monoclinic mate-
rial parameters, it is interesting to examine the inﬂuence of these
parameters on the buckling behavior of the layered plate. Mono-
clinic like anisotropy can be thought of as induced when the prin-
cipal material coordinates for an orthotropic material do not
coincide with coordinate directions that are geometrically natural
for a speciﬁc problem, yielding non-zero stiffness terms C16, C26,
C36 and C45 (in the structure’s coordinates). Hence let us consider
the previously deﬁned conﬁguration with the orthotropic face lay-
ers rotated around X3 to form an angle h between the principal
directions of orthotropy and the geometrical directions X1, X2.
The antisymmetric and symmetric critical stresses of a plate
having hf/h = 0.05, k
0
1=ð2hÞ ¼ 0:5 and under applied stress r011 with
022 ¼ 0 are presented in Table 1. Values are normalized with
respect to Cðf Þ11 , which is now the material stiffness coefﬁcient trans-
formed to the geometrical coordinates. Note that with h different
from 0 or 90, shear stresses are developed in the layers. Never-
theless, Table 1 shows that the dimensionless buckling stress
increases with the increase of h. This can be attributed to the fact
that a rotation of the material principal direction results in a lower
transformed stiffness Cðf Þ11 , namely reduces the face-to-core stiffness
ratio. As was previously shown for conﬁgurations made of isotropic
layers (Fig. 3), a decrease of this parameter yields an increase of the
dimensionless critical stresses. It is also noted that the difference
between the antisymmetric and symmetric normalized critical
stresses increases with the increase of h.
Consider next panels consisting of orthotropic face layers with
either an isotropic or orthotropic core and subjected to uniaxial
stress, r011 ¼ r0ðQ11 ¼ 1Þ. The material properties that have been
used by Kardomateas (2005) are used. For panel 1, Eðf Þ1 ¼ 40;
Eðf Þ2 ¼ Eðf Þ3 ¼ 10; Gðf Þ23 ¼ 3:5; Gðf Þ12 ¼ Gðf Þ31 ¼ 4:5 (all in GPa), mðf Þ12 ¼
0:26; mðf Þ23 ¼ 0:40; mðf Þ31 ¼ 0:065 and E(s) = 0.075 GPa, m(s) = 0.3. Forrs exhibiting monoclinic like anisotropy induced by an angle h between the material
45 60 90
16.3 (86.3) 31.5 (136.0) 65.7 (217.8)
17.5 (93.7) 34.7 (149.6) 74.4 (245.0)
Table 2
Normalized critical stresses (critical wave number) of sandwich panels.
hf/h 0.01 0.02
Kardomateas Present Kardomateas Present
Panel 1 0.1023 (18.9) 0.1004 (19.1) 0.1012 (9.4) 0.0993 (9.5)
Panel 2 0.07037 (16.3) 0.1053 (20.8) 0.06552 (0.628) 0.06547 (0.628)
2540 R. Gilat / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 2533–2542panel 2, Eðf Þ1 ¼ 181; Eðf Þ2 ¼ Eðf Þ3 ¼ 10:3; Gðf Þ23 ¼ 5:96; Gðf Þ12 ¼ Gðf Þ31 ¼ 7:17
(all in GPa), mðf Þ12 ¼ 0:28; mðf Þ23 ¼ 0:49; mðf Þ31 ¼ 0:0159 and EðsÞ1 ¼ EðsÞ2 ¼
0:032; EðsÞ3 ¼ 0:39; GðsÞ23 ¼ G31ðsÞ ¼ 0:048; GðsÞ12 ¼ 0:013 (all in GPa),
mðsÞ12 ¼ mðsÞ23 ¼ mðsÞ31 ¼ 0:25.
A comparison between the present results and those of
Kardomateas (2005) is presented in Table 2 where the critical
stresses are normalized with respect to rE ¼
2p2 Eðf Þ1
h3f
12þ Eðf Þ1 hf
hf
2 þ hs
 2
þ EðsÞ1 h
3
s
3
 
=ð25h3Þ. It is shown that a dis-
agreement of about 30% between the results is observed only for
panel 2 with hf/h = 0.02. This is in accordance with the ﬁndings
of Wooseok and Waas (2008) who carried out a similar
comparison.
Having veriﬁed the suitability of the present formulation for the
analysis of conﬁgurations which include orthotropic layers, the
wrinkling of an orthotropic layer bounded to an isotropic substrate
(having the material properties of the above panel 1) can be exam-
ined. With hs/(2hf) = 49 and under equi-biaxial stress,
r011 ¼ r022 ðQ11 ¼ Q22 ¼ 1Þ, it is found that the critical wave num-
bers are k1cr = 0, k2cr = 29.8 and the critical non-dimensional stress
is r0ðf Þ11cr=C
ðf Þ
11 ¼ 0:00773. Namely, the wrinkling pattern of the ortho-
tropic layer is straight strips parallel to the X1-direction such that
the buckling occurs in the X2-direction which is the direction of
the smallest modulus. Under a pre-buckling shear stress,
r012 ¼ r0 ðQ12 ¼ 1Þ, the loss of stability of the layer occurs under
r0ðf Þ12cr=C
ðf Þ
11 ¼ 0:00694 with wave numbers k1cr = 15, k2cr = 18, namely
with a strait strip pattern of a form similar to that shown in
Fig. 1(b).4.2. Thermally induced buckling
Some of the recent efforts to investigate the buckling of a stiff
layer bounded to a compliant substrate were motivated by the
wrinkling occurring upon cooling a system of metallic ﬁlm depos-
ited onto elastomer, after the production process. This phenomenaFig. 5. Effect of the substrate-to-face layer thickness ratio on (a) the cris attributed to the mismatch in thermal expansion coefﬁcients be-
tween the ﬁlm and the substrate which results in residual com-
pressive stresses in the ﬁlm.
When considering a temperature change under the condition of
zero overall stresses r0ij ¼ 0, the development of compression in
the face layer (having a smaller thermal coefﬁcient of expansion)
is accompanied by the development of tension in the substrate.
In such a case, the form of Eq. (7) and the general form of the solu-
tion Eq. (20) with real ki, are not correct for the compliant substrate
layer. However, taking into account conﬁgurations with large face-
to-substrate stiffness ratio, the neglect of tension by assuming zero
stresses in the substrate is expected to yield reasonably good
approximations. Actually, taking into account the loading as ap-
plied to the face layer only is a common approach in most of the
relevant studies.
Following Chen and Hutchinson (2004), who considered the
behavior of a gold ﬁlm on a PDMS substrate, conﬁgurations having
mf = 0.333, ms = 0.48 and Da = a(s)  a(f) = 29.6  105/C, are consid-
ered. The variation of the critical normalized buckling temperature
and that of the critical wave length k1cr (k2cr = 0) versus the
substrate-to-face thickness ratio are depicted in Fig. 5 for various
values of face-to-substrate stiffness ratios (Ef = 1776 MPa, Ef =Es ¼
4100 corresponds to the gold and PDMS system). A comparison
between Figs 3(b) and 5(b) reveals a qualitatively similar behavior
of the critical wave length in both the mechanical and thermal
cases. The critical wave length becomes independent on the face-
to-substrate thickness ratio as the face layer becomes thinner.
While this tendency is also observed in the variation of the critical
buckling stress, it is not found in Fig. 5(a) describing the variation
of the critical buckling temperature.
The effect of the face-to-substrate stiffness ration on the critical
temperature and wave length, for conﬁgurations with hs/(2hf)
=500, is shown in Fig. 6.
In most of the researches, the inﬂuence of the temperature
change is taken into account indirectly by considering the related
mechanical buckling due to biaxial compression stresses in the
face layer. In some works, the critical temperature is then deduced
by the application of the following relation (Chen and Hutchinson,
2004):
DTcr ¼ r
0
crð1 mÞ
EDa
ð46Þ
The dashed lines in Fig. 6(a) and (b) represent the critical tempera-
ture change and wave length as calculated by the latter expression
basing on the critical stress determined byitical temperature change and (b) the critical wavelength (k2cr = 0).
Fig. 6. Effect of the face layer-to-substrate stiffness ratio on (a) the critical temperature change and (b) the critical wave length (k2cr = 0).
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¼ 1
4
3Es
Ef
 ! 2
3ð Þ
ð47Þ
and the critical wave length determined by kcr=hf ¼ 2pð3Es=Ef Þð1=3Þ
(Chen and Hutchinson, 2004). While the critical wave length ob-
tained by both analyzes are identical, the presently predicted critical
temperature changes are deﬁnitely higher than those deduced from
the critical mechanical stress and show a different qualitatively
dependence on the layer-to-substrate stiffness ratio over the range
of Ef =Es > 1100. This is due to the fact that different stress–tempera-
ture relations are employed by thedifferent approaches. According to
Eq. (46), the thermal stress is proportional to the layer’s modulus of
elasticity. For example, a temperature decrease of 1 C induces nor-
malized (with respect to Es) compressive stresses of 1.136, 2.33 and
113.6 for Ef =Es ¼ 2  103; 4:1  103 and 2  105, respectively. Hence,
as the layer stiffness increases, namely as the layer-to-substrate stiff-
ness ratio increases, the temperature change that is required for
developing the critical stress decreases linearly. Nevertheless, in
the present analysis, the effect of the stiffer face layer restraining
the thermal expansion of the soft substrate bonded to it, is taken into
account through Eqs. (17) and (18). The resulting dependence of the
thermal stress on the layer-to-substrate stiffness ratio turns out to be
more complicated. For example, a temperature decrease of 1 C in-
duces normalized (with respect to Es) compressive stresses of 0.8,
1.0 and 0.83 for Ef =Es ¼ 2  103; 4:1  103 and 2  105, respectively.
Consequently, a smaller temperature decrease is needed for the
development of the critical stress in the Ef =Es ¼ 4:1  103 conﬁgura-
tion. Moreover, as the presently predicted thermally induced com-
pression stress in the face layer is smaller than that obtained by Eq.
(46), a larger temperature decrease is needed for developing the crit-
ical stress, according to the present analysis.
5. Summary
The use of a 3-D elasticity stability analysis of a symmetric three
layers plate for the prediction of the buckling of a layer bonded to a
compliant substrate into the primary strips wrinkling pattern, is
offered. The formulation is suitable for conﬁgurations consisting
of monoclinic materials and subjected to speciﬁc general states
of stresses. The latter can be induced by a direct application of uni-
form strains or by a temperature change. A previously presented
analogy between the elastodynamic equations for wave propaga-
tion in solids and the governing equations for the analysis of
microbuckling within periodic layered materials is re-examined.
Its generalization for the case of monoclinic materials and general
states of plane-stresses is presented and the limits of its validity
are speciﬁed.Results that validate the present formulation are introduced
and discussed, while considering some of the variety of problems
which are closely related and can be dealt with by an appropriate
application of the presented analysis.
In addition, new results are presented and discussed. In partic-
ular, the buckling behavior of layers which are not isotropic and
which are subjected to shear stresses is predicted. Furthermore,
the critical temperature change and the associated wavelength
are determined and compared with those based on the common
interpretation of the corresponding mechanical problem.
It is noted that a careful implementation of the present formu-
lation on a ﬁve layer conﬁguration, enables to take into account the
effect of an intermediate layer between the face and the substrate.
The possible presence of such a layer was speculated by Bowden
et al. (1998), and a similar approach was previously employed by
Waas (1992) to investigate the effect of interphase on compressive
strength of unidirectional composites. In addition, the present for-
mulation is suitable also for handling problems of mechanical and
thermal buckling of beams resting on elastic foundation. Such
problems had been intensively studied in the past (see Li and Batra
(2007), for example).Acknowledgement
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